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BLEND & HEAT

Model: 0578/00
Code: 00C057800AR0
EAN: 8003705118942

Blend & Heat is the powerful and professional multifunction Power Blender for preparing smoothies,
juices, milkshakes, sauces and condiments, but also hot and velvety soups ready to be enjoyed in a few
minutes thanks to the "Soup" function that allows you to blend and heat at the same time .

The body and the 6 stainless steel blades ensure maximum resistance and robustness, while the power of
2000 Watts with 32000 rpm allow you to blend fruit, vegetables and many other ingredients, including
ice for your cocktails, quickly. and functional, keeping the nutritional properties of food unaltered. This
is why Blend & Heat is perfect for all those who lead diets with a high absorption of nutrients and like to
prepare protein or energizing shakes to be consumed after intense sports activities. Also very useful for
preparing baby food and baby food, without losing the organoleptic characteristics of fruit and
vegetables, or healthy and genuine snacks at any time of the day. The heating function allows you to
blend and heat at the same time, to prepare velvety soups full of flavor, ready to serve.

Inserting the ingredients into the large 2-liter cup is very easy thanks to the practical hole in the lid and
the supplied food pusher accessory. Blend & Heat is equipped with the double safety system EK1, with
automatic locking of the blades in case of need, for a safe use of the product.

A multifunctional blender with unique performances: put Blend & Heat to the test with smoothies, soups
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and velvets, sauces and cocktails.

Product specifications

Power 2000 Watts

Speed 10

LED display ✔

Blades 6 in Stainless Steel

Rotation 32000 RPM / Min

Cup 2L (max.3L)

Soft touch rubber handle ✔

Graduated cup ✔

Hole on the lid with cap ✔

Cup base and body details Stainless steel

Automatic programs 6

Soup function ✔

Ice crusher function ✔

Timer 10 minutes

Pulse function ✔

Non-slip feet ✔

Food rewards ✔

Double safety EK1 on base and lid ✔

Product length 20.00 cm

Product width 22.00 cm

Product height 49.00 cm

Product weight 4.95 Kg

Box weight 5.87 Kg

Master weight 6.25 Kg

Master pieces 1

Pallet pieces 40

20 container pieces 744

40 container pieces 1524

40H container pieces 1778
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